HAVE YOU EVER wanted to climb inside your program to see it executing? Modern, managed platforms such as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) expose a variety of low-level interfaces for instrumenting and profiling code, but obtaining high-level insight remains frustratingly difficult.
Developers of large, complex systems continually need to optimize, test, debug, and comprehend their systems' behavior. For example, when investigating performance, we might want to count object allocations grouped by allocation site (allocation profiling), log entry and exit to certain methods (method tracing), count caller-callee invocation frequencies (call graph edge profiling), flag lines of code as covered or not (code coverage), and so on. These are all dynamic program analyses, offered by various off-the-shelf tools. Because complex programs vary in what methods are of interest, how to group allocation sites, how much context sensitivity is appropriate, and so on, programmers often require more tailored analyses. So, they frequently customize their tooling by grappling with the VM's lowlevel interfaces.
The basic approach to developing analysis tools is to use bytecode instrumentation. Using an API called JVMTI (JVM Tool Interface; http:// do c s .oracle . c om / java s e / 8 /do c s /platform/jvmti/jvmti.html) provided by the JVM along with a bytecode manipulation library such as ASM (http://asm.ow2.org), a tool author rewrites the program's assemblylevel bytecode instructions as the JVM loads them. This process is intricate and error-prone: it must add analysis logic but otherwise not interfere with the program's execution. It's also insufficient; some events (for example, object allocation) occur not only in bytecode but also in the VM, requiring a separate set of callbacks. Using JVMTI is difficult yet common, as hundreds of Stack Overflow questions have revealed.
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// in SystemPropertiesRuntime public int generateDataAccessor( nal long classid, nal String classname, nal int probecount, nal MethodVisitor mv) { mv.visitMethodInsn(Opcodes.INVOKESTATIC, "java/lang/System", "getProperties", "()Ljava/util/Properties;", false); Bytecode instrumentation has the appealing property that the analysis and the program share a VM. The core of the analysis can therefore be written in Java or another familiar language and is dynamically optimized with the program. Unfortunately, this creates a fundamental tension between coverage and isolation. The analysis inevitably interferes with the program's behavior because it shares the same core classes. The consequences range from the typically harmless (class initializers run in a different order after instrumentation) to the surprisingly deadly: innite recursion, state corruption, or deadlock. The usual escape route is to leave core libraries uninstrumented, sacri cing coverage.
Is there a better way? Ideally, we'd like a high-level programming model that abstracts away from byte code. We'd also like high coverage, allowing the instrumentation of core classes without risk of interference. The analysis should also be portable to any JVM and perhaps other VMs such as the Dalvik VM (DVM), which is used in the Android OS.
Our research has produced Shadow VM, an all-in-one analysis framework that achieves these goals. It comprehensively takes care of the incidental complexities of developing custom dynamic analyses, letting programmers focus on the essentials.
Writing Dynamic Analyses Is Hard
Let's examine a real-world example. JaCoCo (Java Code Coverage Library; www.eclemma.org /jacoco) is a tool that reports which classes, methods, and lines of code were touched during a given program execution. It maintains arrays of ags on a per-class basis, and it instruments application code to set ags as control reaches the corresponding points. This is easy to state but not to implement: JaCoCo's core and runtime implementation amounts to approximately 2,000 logical lines of Java. Much of this code manipulates bytecode instructions. Mixed in with this is the primary concern of creating and updating the arrays.
A Code Example Figure 1 shows the kind of code involved. Instrumentation employs the ASM bytecode library. Similar libraries include Shrike (www.wala .sourceforge.net /wiki /index.php /Shrike_technical_overview), which offers a patch-like abstraction on bytecode, and Javassist (Java Programming Assistant), 1 which integrates into the Java class-loading infrastructure.
This code's intention is simple: getting a local reference to a systemwide array of ags corresponding to the lines of code covered. The array is retrieved via Java's system properties object. Notice how JaCoCo splices into the code a canned bytecode sequence for calling System.getProperties(), by manually assembling bytecode ("visit" means "append instruction to the output buffer") and explicitly managing the operand stack.
We can also see the potential for interference problems. The library method System.getProperties() might itself be instrumented. To avoid in nite recursion, we must arrange for the instrumentation to call an uninstrumented version of that method. Alternatively, we could exclude the method from instrumentation entirely (as JaCoCo does), but then we wouldn't measure its coverage. In general, this sharing of library state between program and instrumentation risks modifying the program behavior in unforeseeable ways, de pending on the library's internals. 2 
Instrumentation vs. Analysis
These dif culties motivate a different approach. Developing a dynamic analysis involves writing two kinds of code. Some code does instrumentation-inserting logic into the base program, to collect low-level observations. Other code does analysis, turning these observations into the highlevel output the user desires. In most cases, the inserted code is simple: it collects contextual information at the insertion site (for example, the index of the bytecode instruction that has been hit, or which class and method it's in). In contrast, the analysis might perform complex computations to aggregate and lter the output.
Ideally, therefore, analyses would be written in an ordinary, powerful, general-purpose programming language. Instrumentation, in contrast, inserts only simple code but requires specialized notation to specify what information to collect and when. Mixing instrumentation and analysis tends to make both kinds of code unnecessarily complex. 3 In our example, the array retrieved by the getProperties() call in Figure 1 is really part of the analysis-it aggregates code coverage events-yet is being dealt with by instrumentation. We would like a design that separates the two.
Although the inserted code is simple, inserting it isn't. This is a problem of metaprogramming-modifying another program's structure. It must transform arbitrary bytecode to collect the required information (what) at the required points (where) while otherwise faithfully preserving the bytecode's semantics. Normally, instrumentation is considered a special case of program transformation and is programmed by manipulating free-form instruction lists. Although this approach is exible, it's needlessly onerous because instrumentation seeks only to add behavior, not modify it. Rather than manipulating raw instructions, we require a carefully designed set of primitives that express addition of code straightforwardly.
Aspects and Events as Inspiration
We nd inspiration for these primitives in aspect-oriented programming (AOP) 4 and its notions of join points (dynamic points in execution) and advice (code snippets inserted into existing code). You could use an existing aspect-oriented language such as AspectJ for some instrumentation tasks, but this has numerous limitations. AspectJ can't instrument core library classes (conservatively avoiding interference problems) and lacks de nitions for many of the intraprocedural control-ow join points commonly used in analyses, such as basic block entry or exit.
If we specify instrumentation using aspect-like primitives, how does this integrate with the analysis code? One way is to treat a dynamic analysis as a (potentially distributed) event-processing system. This decouples the two kinds of code, and it abstracts away from instrumentation mechanisms. A natural mapping exists from event-processing concepts to dynamic program analysis.
Events. Events reify speci c moments in the base program's execution, along with relevant contextual information. Events are produced by instrumentation and consumed by analysis.
Producers. An event producer is a unifying abstraction of various program instrumentation mechanisms. For example, on the JVM we have two mechanisms: bytecode instrumentation and JVMTI agent callbacks.
Consumers. An event consumer is a unifying abstraction of analysis code. An analysis speci es only which events it requires, not how they're collected. It consumes these events and generates output useful to the application developer.
ShadowVM
ShadowVM lets developers retain Java as the primary development language. By separating instrumentation from analysis, it offers a higher level of abstraction than FOCUS: SOFTWARE QUALITY bytecode instrumentation. Figure  2 illustrates how it realizes dynamic analyses as distributed eventprocessing systems.
The Producer Programming Model
In the observed VM (see the middle of Figure 2 ), instrumentation produces events that the analysis requires. We adopt the AOP model of DiSL, a domain-speci c language embedded in Java. 5 It expresses instrumentation using the abstractions of markers, guards, and snippets. Markers identify points in execution, which guards may lter. Snippets, analogous to advice in AOP, are small fragments of Java code targeting the event API, which accepts events for delivery to the analysis.
Events can be constructed from primitive values, strings, object identities, and a selection of data types identifying locations in code: classes, method names, and marker-de ned identi ers such as basic block IDs.
The framework provides a library of markers and snippets to generate common bytecode events, such as method entry or exit events, basic-block entry or exit events, object allocation events, or eld read or write events.
VM-internal events, not corresponding to bytecodes, are denoted by the unit of resource whose lifetime they relate to: objects, threads, or the VM itself. The framework generates events marking the disposal of resources, often useful as triggers for analyses to clean up internal state or output results.
The Consumer Programming Model
All analysis state and computation occur in the ShadowVM (see the right side of Figure 2 ), using facilities of the shadow API. 6, 7 The shadow API's basic abstraction is the shadow object. Logically, any object in the base program has a corresponding shadow in the analysis. In practice, shadows are created on demand. When an object is rst passed to the event API, the framework tags it with a unique 64-bit number and creates a shadow object, recording this identi er and the base object's class. Beyond this, shadow objects' state is user-de ned, consisting of an arbitrary key-value map. The map can store analysis-speci c data (for example, time stamps and ags) or the real object's contents (by observing eld writes; library code for this is provided). Many performanceoriented analyses don't require object contents. Shadow strings are a special case: for convenience, they replicate the base string contents.
Event noti cations are delivered as method invocations on an analysis class loaded in the ShadowVM, somewhat similarly to remote method invocation. The analysis developer controls this class's interface, so each kind of event corresponds to a method with a speci c signature. Generally, the developer supplies instrumentation, typically chosen from a library, to generate these events. For lifetime events, the developer simply implements a system-de ned interface corresponding to the desired kinds of events (object death, thread termination, or exit of the observed VM). By implementing the interface, the analysis class signals to the framework that it must generate these events. (On the JVM, the framework employs JVMTI callbacks to generate these events.)
Con guration Issues
When only speci c packages must be instrumented, the developer can de ne a scope (a set of classes to instrument), a global exclusion list, or both. The framework supports wild cards-for example, exclude "java.*". In the absence of these, all bytecode is subject to instrumentation; unlike other systems, ours safely supports this. Additionally, each instrumentation can be guarded by conditions that are evaluated during instrumentation, referring to any property of the class or method being instrumented.
Supporting Android
Android applications are written in Java and execute in the DVM. The DVM lacks certain features that enable ShadowVM's implementation on the JVM-most notably, a tool interface akin to JVMTI. So, extending ShadowVM to support Android required overcoming various conceptual and technical challenges.
Multiprocess Application Support
Although written in Java, Android applications adhere to a particular component model and expose multiple entry points. By default, an application's components execute in a single DVM, but any component can be con gured to execute in a separate DVM, distributing the application across address spaces. So, an analysis observing an Android application must handle events from multiple VM instances.
ShadowVM enables this by associating the observed events and object identities with a VM context provided to the analysis with each delivered event (see the right side of Figure 2 ). New DVM instances are spawned from a bootstrap VM (a zygote), requiring the ShadowVM to replicate shadow objects from the zygote's shadow into its new child. The analysis replicates any custom data associated with shadow objects in the parent VM. However, this only concerns objects that were exposed to the analysis during initialization of the system classes in the zygote.
Interprocess Communication Events
Android applications execute in a private sandbox. Each application has its own data and can communicate and exchange data with other applications or services through the Binder interprocess communication (IPC) mechanism. The communication follows a synchronous client-server model, transferring control ow between the client and server with each request and response. To enable observation of multiprocess applications and their interactions with the wider system, ShadowVM on Android expands the range of VM-internal events to include the low-level IPC operations that Android applications use for communication and control transfer.
Tool Interface Essentials
The JVM uses JVMTI to instrument classes on load and to generate VMinternal object, thread, and VM lifecycle events. The DVM lacks any similar tool interface, so we needed to modify it to provide the essential subset of JVMTI features. These modi cations provide object tagging and insert hooks in the garbage collector (when freeing tagged objects) and in various other places (for example, class loading, IPC, and thread creation and termination). We encapsulated our DVM modi cations in well-de ned interfaces, making them portable to the new Android Runtime (ART, from the recent Android 5.0 release).
Bytecode Transformation and Class Loading
The DVM implements a registerbased machine, and it works with bytecode converted from the stackbased Java bytecode. Working directly with Dalvik bytecode would further burden analysis devel opers, requiring platform-speci c instrumentations to enable development of multiplatform analyses. We avoid this by converting the Dalvik byte code to Java bytecode for instrumentation and converting it back for execution (see the left side of Figure 2 ). Unlike the JVM, which loads individual classes as streams of bytes, the DVM loads multiple classes at a time by mapping a class archive directly into memory. To handle this, we add support for instrumenting classes in batches before they're mapped into memory, to preserve transparency of loadtime instrumentation.
Example Analyses
We used ShadowVM to implement JaCoCo's functionality. Figure 3 shows the code snippets for the branch event producer (instrumentation) and consumer (analysis). The instrumentation assigns each branch a dedicated number for indexing and emits an event indicating which branch is taken. This code illustrates our aspect-oriented primitives: Java annotations mark a snippet (a static FOCUS: SOFTWARE QUALITY method) with places where it should be inserted (in this case, before and after branches). The extra "synthetic" local Boolean is inserted into each method body and selects only the taken branches. Although snippets appear as static methods in a Java class, the class is simply a convenient container for annotated fragments of code and auxiliary definitions (such as the synthetic local). It is never loaded nor instantiated and is used only by the instrumentation engine.
The snippet produces an event consisting of a string and an integer, uniquely identifying the branch. The analysis maintains a simple data structure tracking taken branches, updated in reaction to the events received. Table 1 compares the original JaCoCo with the ShadowVM version. Although both versions support the JVM and DVM, only the ShadowVM version allows analyzing the code coverage of core library classes. Moreover, ShadowVM enables a more compact implementation of both instrumentation and analysis. Overall, the ShadowVM version has less than 19 percent of the logical lines of code of the original JaCoCo.
We also implemented the objectlifetime analyzer Elephant Tracks 8 with ShadowVM. The Elephant Tracks developers implemented the original Elephant Tracks as a native JVMTI agent in C to avoid interference. With ShadowVM, we could implement Elephant Tracks in pure Java. The original Elephant Tracks runs only on Java 6, whereas the ShadowVM version also supports Java 7, Java 8, and the DVM. Overall, the ShadowVM version has less than 24 percent of the logical lines of code of the original Elephant Tracks.
Discussion
Any practical system makes certain tradeoffs in its design and implementation. Here we discuss ShadowVM's strengths and limitations.
Bene ts and Deployment Scenarios
The following bene ts reduce development effort for many analysis tools.
Expressiveness, isolation, and complete bytecode coverage. Our approach offers a favorable tradeoff between a highlevel programming model and expressiveness. Deploying the analysis in a separate process minimizes interference with the observed application. Analyses can observe code in core classes, right from the earliest bootstrapping stages of VM execution.
Multiplatform analysis. With Shadow-VM, all user code is portable: an analysis written for Java applications also supports Android applications out of the box. Our framework also offers multiprocess support, such that one analysis process can handle the events of multiple observed JVMs and DVMs. This provides a sound basis for analyzing distributed systems.
Parallelism and available resources. Because the event-consuming part of an analysis executes in a separate VM, ShadowVM implicitly parallelizes the execution of the observed application and the analysis. Because the analysis VM can execute on a different machine than the observed VM, our approach minimizes the extra memory requirements for the observed VM. This enables heavyweight analysis even on resourceconstrained devices.
Limitations
Our ongoing research is addressing the following limitations.
Overhead. Because the event-producing and event-consuming parts of an analysis are separate processes, some communication overhead is incurred. See our joint work with Lukáš Marek on the evaluation of our framework's performance. 6 The implementation of object tagging in standard JVMs proves a bottleneck; ShadowVM uses this to assign globally unique identities to objects that are captured in events, and heavily stresses it.
DVM quirks. To analyze Android applications using ShadowVM, developers must rst apply a version-speci c patch to the DVM. The conversion between JVM and Dalvik bytecode introduces bias in metrics related to individual bytecodes or basic blocks. For example, the basic block size might change upon bytecode conversion. Native code. Our system can't observe execution in native code, unlike whole-program dynamic instrumentation systems such as Valgrind 9 or DynamoRIO. 10 These offer instrumentation interfaces at the level of portable intermediate code-much lower-level than our approach. Also, they provide no way to recover a source-level view of a Java program's state in terms of objects, fields, methods, and so on. Systems such as DTrace, 11 which instrument native code at both the user and kernel levels, face in-kernel isolation problems analogous to those we face in the observed VM. The solutions are similar. To avoid interference, DTrace instrumentation traps to a wait-free code path (analogous to our snippets) that buffers data (events) for hand-off to a sandboxed consumer (the analysis), while sharing no state with the rest of the kernel.
Synchronous analysis. In our system, the analysis processes events remotely and asynchronously. This gives the analysis no opportunity to "go back" and inspect more program state than it was initially passed. Instead, all the required state must be captured up front in the instrumentation. So, ShadowVM isn't suited for implementing interactive debuggers.
Furthermore, the analysis can't synchronously request a heap dump. We could request the heap dump later, when it might not show the relevant features. Alternatively, we could maintain a "shadow heap" in the analysis by observing all events that change the object graph (field writes). However, this usually exhibits high overhead. Also, our current implementation doesn't capture changes to the object graph in native code (for example, through the Java Native Interface upon object cloning or deserialization). So, the shadow heap might not be completely accurate. 
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